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Two centuries of photo history
go on show at London museum

Charting two centuries of photographic history from the
early pioneers to digital smartphone snappers,
London’s Victoria & Albert Museum opens its new

Photography Centre this week. The exhibition “tells the story
of photography as a way of collecting the world, from the
medium’s invention to today,” V&A director Tristram Hunt told
reporters on Wednesday. “In an era when everyone’s iPhone
makes them a photographer, the V&A’s Photography Centre
explores and explains the medium in a compelling way,” he
said, showing off the four new galleries.

Museum-goers enter the galleries through an installation of
more than 150 cameras spanning 160 years. Visitors can handle
cameras from throughout the ages-and witness the improve-
ment in technology-from an 1820s camera obscura, through a
1920s Kodak No.2 Brownie to a 1930s Leica II rangefinder and

a 1970s Polaroid 1000 instant camera. Through stereoscopic
viewers, visitors can see three-dimensional pictures from the
1851 Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace in London, and
some of the earliest photographs ever taken of Japan.

The exhibition includes photojournalism, with 1930s
copies of the Picture Post magazine, displaying the realities
of war overseas. The collection also includes pictures recent-
ly donated by Beatles icon Paul McCartney taken by his late
photographer wife Linda. The pictures include shots of 1960s
stars including Jimi Hendrix, The Beatles, the Yardbirds and
model Twiggy.

The exhibition contains British photography pioneer
William Henry Fox Talbot’s 1840s wooden tripod camera and a
selection of his cameras and pictures. The center includes a
project space filled with new works by German photographer

Thomas Ruff, digitally reinterpreting Linnaeus Tripe’s 1850s
paper negatives of India and Burma, bringing modern develop-
ing techniques to landmark originals. The catalyst for develop-
ing the new exhibition space was the transfer last year of the
Royal Photographic Society’s collection of 270,000 photo-
graphs, 6,000 cameras and 26,000 books to the V&A.

The museum’s archive of more than 800,000 photographs
is now one of the world’s largest and most important collec-
tions of historic and contemporary pictures. A second section
of the center, due to open in 2022, will include teaching
space, a browsing library and a studio for photographers’
residencies. The museum is also looking to bring photogra-
phy exhibitions from its expanded collection to Shanghai and
across China. — AFP

As alarm bells over global warming ring louder,
authors are increasingly turning to climate change
fiction to dramatize the catastrophic effects of

droughts, hurricanes and floods-and inspire action. Dubbed
“cli-fi”, the genre has seen an explosion in popularity in
recent years as environmental changes sweep the globe and
tales of a planet in turmoil appear less like science fiction
and a lot more real. “Climate change is slow-moving and
intensely place-based,” said US literary expert Elizabeth
Rush, a lecturer at Brown University. “It is difficult for us to
notice these things in our day-to-day lives,” she told AFP.

But with climate fiction, “you can imagine being a person
whom flood or drought displaces, and with that imaginative
stance can come radical empathy.” For Norwegian novelist
Maja Lunde it started with a documentary about colony col-
lapse disorder, the mysterious die-off of bees that has
sparked international concern. “I had an epiphany: this is

what I want to write about,” Lunde told AFP. “The History of
Bees”, which conjures up a world without bees where
humans have to hand-pollinate trees, became a global best-
seller, shifting over a million copies and translated into more
than 30 languages.

Sensing that she “wasn’t done yet with this topic”, Lunde
has set out to write a quartet of climate change novels. The
second book, “Blue” deals with a shortage of water and was
published in Norway last year. Lunde will discuss her novels
at this week’s Frankfurt book fair, the world’s largest publish-
ing event where climate change fiction is expected to feature
prominently. “I think we will see more of these books in the
years to come,” Lunde said.

“People are caring about climate change more and more...
and authors write about what makes them scared.” The lat-
est UN climate report, which warned on Monday that drastic
changes were needed to prevent Earth from hurtling towards

an unlivable rise in temperature, showed that the situation
was “getting worse”, Lunde said. “But we can still do a lot,”
she added. “We can all do something. I absolutely think that
climate change fiction can change minds.” —AFP

With climate change fiction, 
novelists aim for ‘radical empathy’

A visitor views the “Collecting Photography: From Daguerreotype to Digital” exhibition opening the new photography
centre at the Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum in west London. —AFP photos

Britain’s Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, views the “Collecting Photography: From
Daguerreotype to Digital” exhibition as she officially opens the new photography centre
at the Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum in west London.

Norwegian writer Maja Lunde attends a press conference at the
Frankfurt Book Fair 2018 in Frankfurt am Main, central
Germany. —AFP


